THE SKILL OF LOVIN’ A
SMALLEST VIABLE
AUDIENCE

THE MAGIC OF 150

YES! YOU CAN DO MORE, BETTER, AND
EASIER TRANSACTIONS…

WITH LESS PEOPLE!
AND BETTER YET…

LIVE MORE LIFE

BY STOPPING THE
NONSENSE WE DO THAT WASTES MONEY AND TIME!

It’s called 150 to Life. A new Program we are Creating!

Imagine If We Were Given
An Assignment Upon
Obtaining Our
Real Estate Licenses

The
Assignment?
Identify 150
people that we
worked…
FOREVER.

Only replacing when necessary… for example, someone
died or moved. Or when someone said, “I got my own
license now, or my husband, sister, best friend did and will
be using them.” Or if they stopped talking to you at all… for
months after trying them several ways.
Only then could you replace one of them.
How CAREFUL would you be choosing your 150, knowing
that smallest viable audience was all you had?
You couldn’t do mass mailings to neighborhoods. You
couldn’t do google ads or FB ads unless that group was set
up to be the only people that would see it. You couldn’t buy
leads… nope. Nothing else. List, Sell, and Market Listings
for that group and those THEY REFERRED To you ONLY.
You could only market to this group. Period.
Imagine how SYSTEMIZED your business would be!
Imagine how much TIME to spend on LIFE you’d
gain!
The only way to add more people would be to add another
Salesperson to your Team to get their own 150… following
your system… NO ONE with more than 150 people
assigned.

150toLife
LIMIT to 150… to GAIN the LIFE you want.
It’s Scientifically Proven Our Brains Work Best With Groups Of No more than
150. More Requires A Corporate Structure.

And few People feel committed to a “Corporation…”
This Comes From The Tribes Our Recent Ancestors Were Part Of.
It’s called Dunbar’s Number: Why can we REALLY only maintain 150 relationships
There are well-defined limits to the number of
friends and acquaintances the average person
can retain. But the question about whether
these limits are the same in today’s digital
world – one in which it’s common to have
social media profiles, or online forums, with
thousands of followers – is more complicated.

According to British anthropologist Robin Dunbar, the “magic number” is 150.
If you’ve ever been rejected by someone who just wanted to
be friends, you may have delivered a version of this line: “I’ve
got enough friends already.”
Your implication, of course, being that people only have a
certain amount of emotional bandwidth.
It turns out that’s not just an excuse.
Dunbar became convinced that there was a ratio between
brain sizes and group sizes through his studies of non-human
primates. This ratio was mapped out using neuroimaging and
observation of time spent on grooming, an important social
behavior of primates.
Dunbar concluded that the size, relative to the body, of the neocortex – the part of the brain associated
with cognition and language – is linked to the size of a cohesive social group.
This ratio limits how much complexity a person’s social system can handle.

150 alone doesn’t
tell the whole story.
According to the theory, the tightest
circle has just five people – loved
ones. That’s followed by successive
layers of 15 (good friends), 50
(friends), 150 (meaningful contacts),
500 (acquaintances) and 1500
(people you can recognize).
People migrate in and out of these
layers, but the idea is that space
must be carved out for any new
entrants. (or

the
relationships suffer)
We are talking about
the 150 Meaningful
Contacts Layer….

Carly Ayres, a digital designer commented:
“Dunbar’s number makes intuitive sense, given my observation
of online communities.
I do think there’s some truth to the idea that there’s only really
so much information you can keep in your head… so many
avatars.
The more you know about someone, I think the better that
relationship is, but it probably also limits the number of

(quality) relationships you can have.”

Two People who have Mastered this
Rose Pagonis 161 of the RIGHT PEOPLE famously = 90 transactions in 1
year – That is a 56% return! Rose told me the years after got
harder and harder as she grew that list and LOST the
connection she had because there were too many…
Steve Williams –
150 Of the RIGHT PEOPLE = 42 transactions in 6 months
2021… that’s a pace of you got it…. Yep… 56% if it’s the same
the rest of the year. The same as Rose’s famous year.
Nearly ALL the 42 transactions were referrals vs
repeat business!

We are not alone in recommending creating a smallest viable audience:
Gary Keller has said as far back as 2004: “A good agent keeping in touch with their Past Clients
& Sphere should get 17 closings for every 100 in their database.” That would be a 17% return. I
am saying Gary was trying to set something up for an average “good” agent. YOU are better
than average.
Rose and Steve are hitting 56% with JUST the FEW RIGHT PEOPLE, well cared for.
A recent quote from smartagents recently used that same Keller figure. A Realtor with 189 of the
right people closes 33 a year. That’s 17.4%. Pretty close.
The math on that:
Median Price today - $334,500 at 2.5% = $8,362.50 – After typical split = $6,690.
Using 17% return for every 100 people you earn $113,730 or $1,137 per person per year.
What if you had 150 of those people vs 100? Dunbar says you can handle 150
17% of 150 is 25.5 a year deals – average about $6700/closing = $170K.
$1137 x 25.5 = $170K…

ONLY working those few people!
And… that’s just a 17% return. What if… with our help, you could hit halfway
between those guys and our 2 super success stories?

That would be 36% - halfway
between 17% and 56%
On 150 people that would be 54 a year.
*Average $6,700 a sale =
$361,800
What is YOUR Average*?

THE PROBLEMS WITH THE
DATABASE YOU HAVE NOW
Wrong people in it
1.

Not working it Properly

It’s full of old or cold leads rather
than carefully selected PC’s, COI
influencers, and others you PICK.

1.

There are too many people to be truly

2.

It’s full of “anyone” vs those your
identified “Ideal Client.”

2.

3.

It’s full of potential Buyers vs
Current Homeowners (read:
potential Listings and Move up
Buyers with Equity) specifically in
the areas you want to work most.

Not contacting those few right people often
enough because you lack time to handle it
all, or it’s simply not organized enough.

3.

You are “Begging for Business” (yuck, not

effective with anyone. Some are great. Most
you have no idea if they are or are not.

only uncomfortable but also not effective!)
vs. Providing VALUE and support to JUST
the right FEW.

You can do this
ONE SMALL
SWEET STEP AT
A TIME

STEP 1 – Figure out your Ideal
Client – We recommend nearly 100% are

Homeowners in a CLOSE Geographic Area.
150 of right people in your VIP Group, PERIOD. If you
need to adjust size up or down later, fine, but start
here:
Looking at your most recent transactions, which half dozen or so were
your FAVORITES? Write them down and a list of why you liked them.
Ø Where was the business at? What neighborhood/area/county/zip code?
Ø Married/Single/Kids/Seniors? What age range?
Ø How did you know them? What was the source of their business? Referred?
Go to your place of worship? Are already friends of yours?
Ø Why do you like them? Listened to your advice? Did what you told them to
do? Were a high price point so the income was good? Didn’t ask for a
reduction in fees?
Ø Who has referred to you in the past or done multiple transactions with
you?
Ø Where do you WANT to be working at geographically and price-wise?

That is where you look for your initial group of 150.

STEP 2 – Identify them and enter/Tag
them into a CORE VIP GROUP in your
existing CRM.
•

This is not rocket science. Don’t overcomplicate it.

•

Make a list and Create a Tag.

•

If you don’t have enough people, choose your
neighbors, friends, family, your rabbi or minister…
your Social Media friends that fit Step 1. Get to 150 to
start as fast as you can.

•

Don’t take forever doing it or get too stressed about
who they are now. You’ll adjust that in future
steps. If I gave you $10,000… could you get it done by
Friday? Yep.

STEP 3 – Get all their Contact and
Basic Information

It’s only 150 people. You can find their info:

• Full Names
• Where they get Mail at
• Where they see Email at
• What is their best Phone Numbers day/evening
• What Social Media they are on
• What they own including investments and when they bought
them (house anniversary dates)
• Where they work
• What their birthdays are
• When is their wedding anniversary
• Who is in the entire family

STEP 4 - Get Everyone Else On An Auto Email
Newsletter DESIGNED TO ONLY ATTRACT
YOUR IDEAL CLIENT -Offer Everyone Else The
Ability To Contact You For A Referral Agent.
This step handles all the OTHER people in your database - So you can fine tune your
REAL prospecting efforts ONLY with the people you truly WANT to work with.
Set up an email newsletter (most CRM’s have one) and make sure you get it out on
the same day every single month (2nd Tuesday for example). IF time, personalize it
with things that will ATTRACT YOUR NICHE. Example: If my niche is 55+ I
might put information about 55+ communities. If my niche is young families, I might
list the nearby Daycare centers. Very different.
Talk about Success Stories with ONLY your Niche clients. Cement in their
minds who you like to work with.
Say often you have a network of Agents you can recommend… so they aren’t looking
for you necessarily. This is just to see who raises their hand so you can DECIDE if you
work with them (and they go in your 150 CORE) or you you prefer to refer them.
Do NOT offer Extra Stuff for them that will take take. Just DRIP.

- Create A WRITTEN PLAN
For Your Core Group.
STEP 5

This is your personal Secret Sauce. It is what makes the whole process work.
Without it, you just have a bunch of names of the smallest viable audience to market to,
without the actual marketing part.
These people are are similar, so the plan needs to fit THEM.
What goes in Your Plan? - It’s Your Plan. KISS.
Here are a few ideas:
Ø Calling them
Ø Emailing them (personal)
Ø Mailing them (personal, not a postcard with the time change)
Ø Following on Social Media and interacting appropriately
Ø Seeing in person – Coffee, lunch, pop-by’s, and places you usually see them (church,
rotary, etc.)
Ø Group Gatherings for JUST this group only – they are exclusive!
KEEP IT SIMPLE AND CONSISTENT

Want help to create, implement and hold you accountable to your Plan?
Ask your Coach or Ask about our upcoming 150toLife.com Program

STEP 6 – GET THE ACTIONS YOUR
PLAN REQUIRES IN YOUR
SCHEDULE FOR A FULL YEAR.

• If you do not do this, the plan won’t get
done.
Every item on the plan requires time.
• Put the time on your calendar.
• Calls create the next logical call date.
• The mailings, the e-mailings, the events…
all can be scheduled in advance!

STEP 7 – Work the Plan and do
NOTHING else .
This is the hardest step. Why?
Everyone is selling you the Next Thing.
You must learn This new Program.
You must buy This new Lead Source.
You must do This new Training.
99.5% of it just takes your money and wastes your time.
There is nothing difficult about this but saying NO to anything
else.
Everything else you do takes away time from this plan
that WORKS if you work it.

STEP 8 – When you meet someone new
decide if they get the DRIP or belong in
the CORE GROUP, always keeping 150
ONLY in this group. You will adjust the
group as you do this.
Anything else you do that prevents you from working this Plan is to be
resisted.
No new programs, no buying crappy leads, no new lead sources, no new
volunteering, no meetings you don’t need. -- Nothing unless it’s part of
the plan.
Remember:
EVERYONE ELSE in your Database ONLY gets on a monthly newsletter
by email preferably, due to cost of a mailed one, or if you want to mail
one and don’t let it distract you, OK.
The Goal is to generate almost ALL your business from the
CORE GROUP OF ACTIVES ONLY. Your Smallest Viable
Audience of IDEAL CLIENTS.

STEP 9 – Work your Plan
Why is this a separate Step? Because I want to be clear how important this
is.
Get up, get dressed for work, looking like you would on a listing appointment. Come into
the office and Work your Plan.
AFTER you work the Plan each day…
THEN you can answer emails, handle offers, go on appointments and so on.
WHEN?

Preferably mornings 8-11:30am. Afternoons you go on Listing and Buyer appointments Or you take the rest of the day off.
What you will be doing is Listing and Selling and Doing your Continuing Ed and living a
great life.
Idea: If no listing or buyer appointments, afternoons go out and see the inventory and
study the market so when you talk to these people you KNOW what’s going on and have
something to say about it.
NOTHING ELSE. PERIOD. Just work the Plan and have faith.

STEP 10 – Annually Review every person
on the List and Consciously Move people
out to Create space for NEW .
Do this and your work life can be one of ease.
Resist changing things much. It’s the consistency that will pay off.
Imagine if you HAD to work like this…. You were not allowed to reach
out to anyone except 150 people that YOU got to identify up front… but
no one else.
•

Your job was to make them feel special.

•

To keep them completely up to date on the housing market.

•

To know them so well they invited you to a ball game now and then.

•

They introduced you to their friends.

• They felt GRATEFUL to know you and SMART when they referred you, because
they KNOW how you work and how you will treat people they know.

Do you believe they would do business with you when the
time came? Would they refer others to you? How many
transactions a year do you really need and can handle
with 1-2 Admins?

HERE’S A THOUGHT
IF YOU DON’T BELIEVE THAT IT WORKS
TRY IT WITH A
SMALLER GROUP
Pick 50 or 100 people to try it with. Commit to 2 years.
My bet is you will see the results even faster and will abandon your struggle with other methods
and instead move your business to this plan.
Something you would ENJOY as your work Taking care of those you care most about and WANT to work with!
What have you got to lose?

QUESTIONS?

